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Human beings are capable of incredible things. We constantly push our minds and bodies to the 
absolute limits, reaching greater heights all the time. The results of our efforts are evident in our 
towering accomplishments:

1,454 FEET

EMPIRE STATE BUILDING
COMPLETED: 1931

29,029 FEET

MOUNT EVEREST
FIRST SUMMIT: 1953

359 MILES

SPUTNIK
FIRST SATELLITE: 1957

And when we pair that intrinsic passion
with advanced technology, our 
achievements can really take off...

238,900 MILES

MOON
FIRST LANDING: 1969

33,900,000 MILES

MARS
VIKING 1
FIRST LANDING: 1976

Our dreams can fly farther 
than we ever thought possible

12,753,988,581 MILES AND COUNTING

VOYAGER
LAUNCHED: 1977
HASN’T LANDED AND NEVER WILL

Technology helps the human spirit
exceed our physical limits…

…even reaching beyond the boundaries
of our solar system, with no end in sight

AND TODAY, TECHNOLOGY TRAVELS FASTER THAN EVER…

A PC with 16GB of memory has 

400,000X 
the memory of Voyager.

MORE DATA
has been created in the past two years
than in the entire history of the
human race.

288 MILLION
PCs sold in 2015 44 TRILLION GB

By 2020, our digital universe will grow to $

SO WHATEVER YOUR DREAMS…

REMEMBER:
We aim higher every day. And we don’t just

shoot for the stars, we get there. 

To learn more about how to power your passions with technology, visit us HERE.

…GIVING EVERY ONE OF US UNLIMITED POTENTIAL.  
Because as technology skyrockets, so does our capacity to dream bigger, fly farther, 

and break boundaries. The sky isn’t even the limit for us anymore.



Case Study

SMBs may need a new strategy when it comes to printing:
One that matches modern workflows with smart distribution of proper equipment.

Technology is changing the way businesses print.

optimize your Output environment with

Many SMB   don’t use 
their copier/printers’ 
advanced features.

SMBs print an average of 4,558 pages per month, much less 
than their copier/printer’s 100,000 page monthly capacity. 

Large copier/printers can be 
tougher for employees to use 
and more costly to maintain. 

use new 
automated 
processes

use electronic 
documents 

say employees 
are using 

mobile devices 
to access docs 

of SMB 
printing 

jobs. 

Institute a 1:8 printer-employee ratio. 

Ensure employees don’t 
have to walk more than 
25 feet to reach a printer.

Use print management software 
to track which employees and 
departments print the most.

Distribute printers to 
the departments that 
use them most - 
typically marketing, 
legal, and sales.

Brother improved the employee-printer ratio in one 
office from approximately 1:66 to approximately 1:6 
and installed print management software.

The increased quantity of 
printers guaranteed that if one 
printer broke down, there was 

always another available.

This infographic compiled using data from the white paper “Device Underuse and Unbalanced Fleets - Key Printing Trends and Their 
SMB Impact” by InfoTrends, which was commissioned by Brother International Corporation and published in September of 2014.

This can make 
older, larger 
copier/printers 
obsolete in
the office.

A3 printing - a 
feature common in 
many centralized 
copier/printers - is 

used in ~ 2% of
all print jobs.

Many SMB   have suboptimal printer
deployments, wasting EMPLOYEE time and money.

Centralized copier/ 
printers are shared by 

an average of 

people. This wastes 
employee time walking 
back and forth.

A 500-employee company with this arrangement
wastes 4,333 hours/year walking up to 100 feet for each print job.

At an average wage of 
$30/hour, this company 

can lose nearly

in lost productivity!

The software helped reduce 
waste by ensuring the most 
efficient devices were 
selected for each print and 
encouraging employees to 
print two-sided.

of printing went to the newly 
deployed printers prompting 

the office to consider 
removing their older 

centralized copier/printers

Supersizing your printing environment only
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            Ads &     
             Social

TOP MOBILE 
SECURITY CONCERNS: 

52% 47% 44%
Malware Data

Leakage
Data Loss

Due to Device
Damage
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have abandoned a
mobile experience 
because contact 
details were too 
di�cult to find

72%

Customers are more
demanding than ever…

Empowered consumers demand powerful 
service. View the full infographic to learn 

how to measure up.
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